Bangladesh’s Net-Metering Policy:
Jump Starting the Solar Rooftop Market?
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Executive Summary
Bangladesh has ambitious goals for adopting renewable energies for its growing economy until
2021 and beyond. Part of this effort is the stimulation of the PV rooftop market. Especially the
crucial garment industry is already accustomed to rooftop PV for self-consumption,
complementing the relatively high tariffs for the industrial sector in Bangladesh and promoting
a more sustainable image to its foreign customers.
In order to scale up the rooftop PV market, the past policy tried to address the residential sector
as well but failed to deliver the expected results. Although, rooftop PV systems were installed
in grid-connected areas on buildings, only a small number was actually working well and
connected to the grid. The resulting and widespread loss of confidence in grid-connected solar
still impedes the rooftop PV market in Bangladesh. To re-establish trust and to test a new
incentive for adopting rooftop PV, Bangladesh is implementing a net-metering policy right now.
However, this time the net-metering policy is focused on the industrial sector with its wellestablished experience in rooftop PV. Thus, Bangladesh hopes to gradually reconfirm potential
customers by leading examples and lighthouse projects. However, this comes with challenges:
In theory, net-metering is not “custom made” for the industrial sector but is rather meant to be
adopted by the residential sector, since it usually applies to distributed generation and low
overall demand as well as high electricity costs. The situation in Bangladesh is in particular
challenging for adopting net-metering in the industrial sector. The lack of sufficient financial
schemes, cross-subsidization of tariffs, quality of components and insufficient capacity
regarding installation and maintenance are currently slowing the market down. In addition, this
policy has to keep the utilities engaged in a scheme they may consider as a threat to their
business model. Nevertheless, there is a rising interest in the scheme and only after three
months of implementation, already 27 projects had been realised. With further falling PV
system costs this interest might further increase – but it can be improved.
This short study gives an overview of the rooftop PV market and the net-metering policy. Based
on interviews, discussions and a workshop, this study identifies resulting barriers and gives
recommendations to overcome them. Bangladesh has great potential for the use of rooftop
PV, but a lot of fine tuning at the policy, financial and technical level will be needed to jump
start the roof market and put it on the right track to rush towards the ambitious renewable
energy goals.
It has been executed by a consortium of the German Solar Association (BSW-Solar) with
support of local consultants of ME SOLshare Ltd. Valuable contributions came from the
Bangladesh Solar and Renewable Energy Association (BSREA), interview partners from the
private, governmental and financial sector.
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About the Study
The objective of the study is to identify gaps and provide recommendations on the involvement
of the private sector for market development of solar roof top systems in Bangladesh. The
study has been financed by the Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Programme
(REEEP) of Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ), which is
a joint undertaking between the Ministry of Power, Energy and Mineral Resources (MPEMR),
Government of Bangladesh (GoB) and the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
and Development (BMZ).
Based on desk research, stakeholder interviews and a workshop in Bangladesh, the study tries
to depict a comprehensive picture of the new net-metering scheme and makes
recommendations for improvements of the framework. However, this independent assessment
does not necessarily represent the views of Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ).
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Introduction
Bangladesh has had a lot of experience with PV off-grid systems. Self-consumption models
are also increasingly popular among large consumers, especially in the garments sector and
other industries. In order to spread the use of PV roof top applications in other market
segments incentives are needed to attract further installations, thus an innovative net-metering
policy has been implemented recently. Bangladesh´s net-metering policy can be considered a
new approach to a persisting problem: To stimulate a rooftop PV market that is still constrained
by a previous PV rooftop policy that must be seen as flawed, since it did not seek to provide a
win-win situation: It neither sought to provide additional generation capacity through gridintegration, nor did it provide incentives and regulations for relevant stakeholders (investors,
owners, solar companies and utilities) to install and maintain quality installations.
This time, the stakeholders want to make sure that rooftop PV will actually be connected to the
grid in a way that could be beneficial for customers. Under the past scheme, that was the
exception. One of the mechanisms to be considered to help Bangladesh reach its goals for its
renewable energy is net-metering. Such a scheme – if implemented right - allows the customer
to save electricity by using solar energy directly and feeding in excess solar electricity into the
grid. The Sustainable & Renewable Energy Development Authority (SREDA) of Bangladesh
has set a target to achieve about 2,337 MW of RE installations by 2020, which will ensure that
the share of RE installation in the entire generation mix is 10%. Under the Power System
Master Plan 2016, Bangladesh aims to add 2 GW RE projects to achieve installed capacity of
2,470 MW by 2021 and 3,864 MW by 2041.
Net-metering it is an innovative policy since it allows PV prosumers to benefit from excess
energy produced. However, net-metering in Bangladesh faces several barriers on all levels of
regulation and implementation. This short study tries to illuminate some of these challenges,
their context and premises within the PV market and the renewable energy strategy of
Bangladesh. Based on interviews, discussions and a workshop, this study attempts to provide
recommendations that will help overcome these barriers and to successfully implement
changes. Bangladesh is not new to solar energy. It already has extensive experience in the
area of off-grid solutions, solar home systems and self-consumption for industrial customers.
It may sound odd that instead of boosting the net-metering policy, these experiences actually
became the reasons for barriers to net-metering.
Bangladesh’s solar home system (SHS) programme, ramped up by the state-owned
Infrastructure Development Company Ltd (IDCOL) and starting in 2002, is a global landmark
project for distributed solar electrification. An entire clean energy industry was created around
the program, making it the largest and (formerly) fastest growing off-grid program in the world.
It installed about 4.3M installed units, in the formal microcredit based market alone. Despite its
global recognition, paradoxically, this program led to a perception among the urban areas in
Bangladesh that solar is only for poor people living in remote areas. That it is expensive due
to its small sizing and combination with storage technology. A mandate was given by the
Government of Bangladesh in 20101 enforcing the use of solar in newly constructed buildings
in Dhaka to a minimum of 3% of the sanctioned load, in order to get a grid connection, led to
low quality, limited use “only conforming with regulation” push for the urban residential solar
rooftop market - leaving the city of Dhaka with a myriad of non-functioning, unused or only
limited use solar rooftop systems on its residential buildings subject to rampant criticism. In
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addition, subsidies of grid electricity make the use of PV, even under a net metering scheme
not very attractive and creates, if any, very long pay back times.
On the opposite spectrum the GoB has been encouraging solar-utility scale projects over the
last couple of years. However, while approx. 2GW of projects have been approved, initially
with up to USD 0.17 compensation per kWh awarded to a subsidiary of Sun Edison for a
200MW project, the implementation hardly succeeded; a mere 20MW have been installed to
date. The main bottleneck has been the availability of land that is not coined agricultural. This
again has caused a vastly negative opinion on solar, including by the Ministry of Power.
This perception has caused negative “spill-over” effects even on the Ready-Made Garments
(RMG) sector of Bangladesh, among the target intervention areas for the recent net-metering
policy. With a generally negative perception about solar PV technology, it is very hard to
convince a RMG factory owner to invest in it. Diesel generators and in some cases gas
powered generators are perceived as “a necessary, but reliable evil” while solar is perceived
as an investment risk, many are not willing to take. As a result, RMG owners are reluctant to
put down money and securities such as the factory buildings are often already mortgaged. This
situation is aggravated since uncertainties on the future of RMG sector are perceived to be
rising, playing against an investment in solar which requires a longer payback time of the initial
investment. There are also some issues of trust in solar technology and the companies that
sell it. Many of the solar companies on the other hand, especially IDCOL partner organizations,
have a legacy of grant support. They do not seem to think of solar along the lines of business
cases in a commercial market. This causes further inertia.
While diesel has to be imported, gas is extracted from natural resources in the Bay of Bengal
for electricity generation, but national gas supplies could soon be depleted and imports of
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) will come at a higher price – world market rate cost, which could
increase the incentive to hedge against fluctuating or high prices.2

Scope of the study
Based on evidence that the current and past legislations did not stimulate the realization of
PV-roof top market the study aimed at analysing the Bangladesh Renewable Energy (RE)
market. To this goal existing business models were studied key actors were identified and
qualitative interviews were conducted. The target was to identify gaps (in knowledge,
technology, finance, policy and others), possible barriers and challenges for driving private
sector in the market development of solar rooftop systems. Interviews were arranged and
executed with private sector representatives of the solar industry, financial institutions as well
as government bodies in order to:
1. Analyse capacities and training needs
2. Knowledge and financial schemes
3. Involvement of private sector and business models
4. Standardization of products and services
5. Shortcomings in cooperation of actors and improvement of the overall coordination
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In the course of the research period the number and capacities of gas and diesel generators in the industry could
not be identified, but this provides room for further research.
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Methodology
Desk research of the existing literature on the topic was first conducted. Based on these
findings and previous studies in other countries, BSW-Solar developed interview guidelines as
well as the overall methodology to execute the study. This knowledge was then improved with
semi-structured interviews with stakeholders from the solar, financial and governmental sector,
executed between 19 and 22 October 2018 in Dhaka. The findings as well as improvements
for detected barriers were presented and discussed in a stakeholder workshop on 23 October
2018. Comments and findings were taken into account to write the present study.

Background
Bangladesh has seen a steady economic growth of 5.69% per year since 19943 and thrives to
become a middle-income country by 2021 and a high-income country by 2041. It has made
huge improvements in electrification and will probably meet close to 100% electrification by
2021 in areas with access to the grid, coming up from 76% in 2016.
Current power generation in Bangladesh is heavily reliant on fossil fuels. In light of an
impending gas crisis, as national supplies are already unable to meet demand and gas is
increasingly being imported to meet demands, the government developed a strategy for power
generation to diversify fuel and enhance energy security for the country. In 2008 Bangladesh
adopted the Renewable Energy Policy which mandated 10% of total power generation should
come from renewable energy sources by 2020.4 This means that by then renewable electricity
production capacity needs to increase to 2000MW from its current capacities of 500MW.5 This
is also a step for Bangladesh towards meeting its commitment to the 2015 Paris Climate
Agreement. As a country with a vast amount of land at sea-level, it is in particular vulnerable
to rising sea levels that have been predicted as a result of climate change. Thus, Bangladesh
has strong self-interest to generate electricity in a low emissions way and deploy more
renewables to meet its future demand.
So far most of the renewable capacity in the country is based on hydro power (230 MW) as
well as solar home systems (180 MW). Wind energy also plays an important role in the
countries plans, while the available hydro resources nearly have been totally exploited and
bioenergy also has limited potential according to the energy plan of the government.
Table 1: Renewable Energy Development Plan of Bangladesh

Technology
Solar
Wind
Biomass
Biogas
Hydro
Total (MW)

2017
120
50
6
0
176

2018
350
150
6
0.5
1
507.5

2019
250
350
6
0.5
1
607.5

2020
300
300
6
0.5
2
608.5

2021
250
300
6
0.5
2
558.5

Total
1470
1153
30
7
236
2896

Source 1: SREDA
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PV-Technology and the Government Goals
Photovoltaics as technology is reliable, fast to install and can be scaled / built to order
according to consumption requirements. In addition, it has become one if not the cheapest
renewable energy available and can even make use of moderate sunshine. The current
legislation’s emphasis on large solar power plants contradicts the dense population in the
country as well as the use of the fertile land for agriculture. Bangladesh has made huge
advancements in the installation of solar power due to the 4.3 million solar home systems
installed in off grid areas. Solar Mini-grids and solar irrigation systems are also common, but
to meet the government goals, it will also require the intensive use of roof space to quickly
meet growing power demand. Not yet discussed by local stakeholders, long-term, currently
innovative PV-installations may show growing potential to be up-scaled in Bangladesh, such
as infrastructure integrated installations, (solar bridges, roadways, railways, waterways and
floating installations) especially when electric mobility becomes a lot more affordable and
widespread. Along with this, human and technical capacities among the industry, craftsmen as
along with utilities have to provide high quality installations as well as employ business models
for excess electricity. According to a recent enacted Net-metering Policy, it is legal to use the
grid for certain amounts of excess electricity.
The total installed rooftop solar capacity in Bangladesh was around 25MW by 2017, out of an
overall 217MW of solar installation in the entire country. Its estimated capacity is about
1,000MW out of which 400MW will be on government/semi government buildings. 6
Bangladesh’s average per capita energy consumption is 370KWh per year.
Table 2: Solar Technology Segments in Bangladesh in 2017

Technology (Units)

Capacity
(MW)

Solar Home Systems (4.5 million)
Solar Irrigation Systems (691)
Roof Top Solar Systems
Solar Mini Grids (11)
Solar Parks
Solar Charging Stations (8)
Solar Drinking Water Systems (152)

179.27
6.62
24.12
2.19
3
0.18
1.55

Total
Source: Presentation GIZ8

216.757

The Government Mandate for Rooftop Solar Installations
So far there have been different approaches to foster the use of solar energy for different
user groups.
•

6

For residential clients, if the sanctioned load is above 2KW, then 3% of their demand
should be met with renewable energy

Government and Semi-Government offices Bangladesh including Women Affairs, Ansar & VDP, Text Book Board,
Bangladesh Post Office, National Board of Revenue – NBR, Family Planning, Election Commission, Rajdhani
Unnoyon Kartripakkha – Rajuk, Rapid Action Battalion, Dhaka Metropolitan Police, Police, Railway.
7
Evolution of Rooftop Solar in Bangladesh http://www.smartcitiesindia.com/images/photo-gallery2018/presentations/HALL%20B/Day-3/11.00-12.00/Al%20Mudabbir%20Bin%20Anam.pdf
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•

•
•
•
•

For industrial and commercial clients with a load of up to 50KW, they should meet 7%
of their lighting and fan load through renewable energy. Should the load exceed 50KW
the percentage from RE 10%
Garment industries should meet 5% of their lighting and fan load through solar energy
From a regulatory perspective, there are no restrictions on rooftop solar for Commercial
and Industrial (C&I) consumers
Current electricity regulations allow C&I consumers to install on site any form of energy
generation as long as the size of the system is under 5 MW
In 2018, Bangladesh enacted a Net-Metering policy to enhance the use of PV

Net-metering in Bangladesh
General characteristics of Net-metering
Net-metering is a scheme that allows residential and commercial customers who generate their
own electricity from solar power to feed electricity they do not use back into the grid. NetMetering becomes economically viable to users once grid parity of self-generated electricity
with utility-provided electricity has been achieved.9 Whilst self-consumption of cheap electricity
is the basic driver for the PV installation, net-metering serves to remunerate excess electricity
via credits or monetary incentives.

Source 2: PV Investor Guide

Net-Metering enables self-consumers to receive credit for any PV electricity their systems
generate in excess of the amount consumed within a billing period. Under a net-metering
scheme, the excess electricity fed into the grid is credited for later consumption (otherwise,
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In unsubsidized electricity markets, grid parity is reached before generation parity. If electricity is subsidized, cheap
electricity costs inhibit incentives for the use of self-generators and can create a constant loss to the utilities that
provide the electricity.
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this electricity would be lost). As a result, after subsequent billing periods, total electricity
consumption can be divided in three components, as illustrated below:
Figure 1: PV generation and total electricity consumption

Consumption
from the grid

Excess PV
electricity
kWh

On-site PV selfconsumption

PV generation

Source:

Total electricity
consumption

ECLAREON analysis

Source 3: PV Investor Guide

Reasons for net-metering
Economics of grid parity alone do not guarantee the development of the self-consumption
market. Regulatory support is required in many cases. In this sense, net-metering schemes
make the development of a PV self-consumption market possible as follows:
•

•

Net-metering allows self-consumers to feed in their excess PV electricity in
exchange for compensation. For most electricity consumers it is very difficult to
achieve 100% of on-site self-consumption10, given that PV generation, which
happens during daylight hours, generally does not exactly match electricity
demand.
Net-metering schemes help reduce administrative barriers. In some cases,
relatively small-scale electricity consumers (i.e., residential and commercial
consumers) face high administrative barriers to generate their own PV electricity
and even more, when they feed excess electricity into the grid.

The diverse alternatives of existing support schemes can be defined in terms of the following
main parameters:
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While for commercial electricity consumers it is technically feasible to achieve 100% on-site self-consumption,
residential consumers usually reach less than 50%.
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Figure 2: Main parameters that define a net-metering system

SelfConsumption
Excess PV
Electricity
Other characteristics

Cost associated to
self-consumption

•
•
•
•

Compensation for
excess generation
injected to the grid

•
•

Compensation’s
period length

•

Revenues for selfconsumed PV
electricity

Consumer segment

Source:

Flexibility

Additional
incentives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Savings on the variable price of electricity from the grid
In some cases, additional revenues such as a self-consumption premium
The cost of the PV system throughout its lifetime
Additional costs associated to self-consumption such as fees or taxes on selfconsumption

Energetic: credit in kWh, “net metering”
Economical: credit in monetary unit, “net billing”
Time frame (e.g. one year)
Residential (<10 kW PV system)
Commercial (10-50 kW PV system)
Industrial (50-1,000 kW PV system)

Aggregation of consumers: credits for excess electricity produced by a single system
can be distributed across more than one self-consumer within the generating unit
Remote self-consumption: excess electricity can be consumed in locations other than
the generating unit
Rate structure (e.g. TOU rates and tiered rates)
Storage bonus, Demand Side Management

ECLAREON analysis

Source 4: PV Investor Guide

Regardless of the distinctive features of the existing net-metering scheme, all of them share
the same attributes of enabling the self-consumer to feed in its excess PV generation into the
grid in exchange for compensation11. Self-consumption and net-metering are only financially
attractive, if the combination of grid energy savings and excess remuneration are more
economic than the purchase of grid electricity.12

Bangladesh’s Net-metering Policy
Within the industrial sector, Bangladesh has seen its first roof top installations. Bangladesh
has 67 LEED (Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design) certified factories, 14 of which
are Platinum LEED certified. These factories have already taken advantage of solar power by
installing solar PV panels on their roofs for self-consumption. Solar helps the industries in
Bangladesh to create a more positive image and attract international clients. Without a proper
policy in place, any excess energy produced by these companies remains unused and thus
solar energy production would be of little interest for companies that have little or no energy
demand.
Realizing this, the Government of Bangladesh rolled out its first Net-metering Policy in 2018
with the hopes of utilizing rooftop solar energy tied into the grid. This will allow industries to
generate partially or fully their required power as well as feeding the excess electricity back
into the grid. It works out for both the government and the industry as firms will be able to
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If such compensation is expressed in monetary terms, the net-metering system is referred to as a net billing
scheme.
12 In markets, where electricity is highly subsidized, it usually does not make sense to try to set up a selfconsumption or net-metering schemes, since no business case is given. Other factors, such as offsetting unreliable
electricity provision might be reasons.
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reduce the cost of their current electricity consumption, while any electricity fed back into the
grid can potentially help with rising demand and reduce load shedding.
The rising cost of power and decreasing cost of solar technology are excellent incentives for
net-metering. As Bangladesh gets a lot of sunshine net-metering could be the path to
commercializing renewable energy on a national scale.
According the Guidelines for Net-metering this is “a policy approach designed to encourage
distributed renewable energy development by allowing utility customers to generate their own
electricity from solar or any other renewable sources and use the electricity produced to offset
the amount of energy they draw from the utility grid (please note that in some context this grid
is sometimes called the distribution grid). Any access generation can feed into the grid.”13
According to the policy, consumers will only be billed for the total or ‘net’ energy they use.
Credits will be given in kWh and this will be settled at the end of a 12-month period. The
following benefits are expected to come from the net-metering policy:14
a) Encourage self-consumption of the electricity produced from renewable energy
sources among the consumer to reduce dependency on the grid power;
b) Reduce electricity bill of customers by lowering the use of electricity from the grid and
securing payment made for the electricity fed into the grid in the event of surplus
generation;
c) Support the utility to allow the consumers interconnect with the distribution network;
and
d) Contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by promoting electricity
generation from renewables while lessening the country’s dependence on costly
imported fossil fuels.
The first step for the net-metering consumer/prosumer is meeting the required eligibility criteria
of the policy. The customer must be connected to the utility provider within the area and have
no outstanding bills. Renewable energy sources must be approved, though at the moment only
solar energy will be considered. It should also be mentioned that the government will roll out
the policy to industries only, though the commercial and residential sectors are also big
markets. Solar PV panels need not be installed only on rooftops; surrounding areas within the
industrial premises may also be used with the total installed capacity not exceeding 3MW.15
The size of the system and maximum allowed energy export has to correspond with the
consumer’s type of system and usage patterns. The consumer is not permitted to be the net
exporter within the settlement period. For medium-voltage consumers, the renewable energy
system cannot be more than 70% of the rated capacity of the distribution transformer. The
consumer is also not permitted to export more than 50% of its imported energy within a
settlement period.16
Several options for system capacity and energy accounting have been laid out within the
guidelines, though it is clear from the experts that the intention is not to have a self-reliant
industry. The consumer must still use energy from the utility in order to be able to export
energy. The year 2019 will be critical for Bangladesh as the policy will be rolled out slowly to
large scale industries from which there will be lessons in improving the policy, details,
standards and specifications for equipment to be used and the implementation of net-metering.
13

Guidelines for Net Energy Metering in Bangladesh 2017
Guidelines for Net Energy Metering in Bangladesh 2017
15 Guidelines for Net Energy Metering in Bangladesh 2017
16 Guidelines for Net Energy Metering in Bangladesh 2017
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Potential Market Segments for Net-Metering
Potential segments in rooftop solar
• Government buildings
• Industrial consumers
• Commercial consumers
• Residential consumers
Public buildings
Government buildings including government offices and universities still do not consume as
much electricity as those of private commercial buildings. However, public buildings
considered as commercial building and their tariff is higher in compare to residential buildings
(commercial rate of electricity). Newer government buildings use more power as they have
elevators and air conditioners. Overall, public buildings are prioritized energy consumers.
Public buildings are not addressed separately within the net-metering policy and would have
to be taken into consideration under one of the categories listed such as commercial buildings
or the policy will have to be revised to address them. The authors of this study believe that at
some point the government should do something about public buildings to set an example.
Some of the early installations in Bangladesh are on government buildings. One example is
the 200 kW systems on the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics building installed in 2013 and a
360 kW system on a government food storage silo near Dhaka installed in early 2017. For
government buildings, load is not a limiting factor as the power generated from the rooftop PV
from such buildings is bought directly by the utility.
Industrial
The industrial sector is the largest consumer of power in Bangladesh. The government has
chosen to begin net-metering with large consumers in this sector which makes a lot of sense.
Large industrial buildings also often have perfect placement opportunities for rooftop solar PV
panels. It must also be considered that most industries work 6 days a week, usually for 12
hours at a time. Garment factories especially, being the backbone of Bangladesh’s economic
growth, work for even longer hours during deadlines for delivery. The net-metering policy has
placed a maximum limit of 3MW installed capacity for solar energy in per industrial facility.17
The capacity will vary depending on the industry’s energy consumption and requirement.
Industrial customers have started to be first mover adapters of rooftop solar PV because of the
existing tariff structure in this market segment. Many industrial clients are using diesel
generators, the cost of which varies from BDT16/unit to BDT22/unit depending on their
efficiency.18 Some forward thinking industrial clients have already opted for rooftop solar and
it makes economic sense for them even without government incentives due to the
competitiveness of solar PV.19 Here are some examples for them:
•

Large textile manufacturers: They have a typical peak electricity load between 2-5
MW and between 2,800-4,800 m2 of rooftop space.

17

Guidelines for Net Energy Metering in Bangladesh 2017
For the spread of costs of electricity generation from natural gas no reliable data were found. could
19 Information provided from PV industry interview partners
18
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•

•

•

Other large manufacturers: These are, for example, glass and ceramics
manufacturers. They are similar in size with typical peak loads between 2-5 MW and
roof space between 2,800-3,800 m2.
Medium manufacturers: These include ready-made garments, battery and leather
manufacturers. They have typical peak loads between 800 kW-2 MW and roof space
between 2,000-2,800 m2.
Small industries: These are, for example, poultry and agro-processing companies.
They have typical peak loads of up to 800 kW and roof space of up to 2,000 m2.

It may seem odd that the customer load often is not an important factor in designing the rooftop
solar system as most of them do not have enough rooftop space. So, in most cases, the scale
of the solar PV system will be limited to the area of available rooftop and not to the customer
load requirement. As a consequence, the solar electricity generated will be fully self-consumed
in most cases. For most industrial sites, the estimated rooftop capacity based on space
availability is 10-20% of daytime load.
According to IDCOL, more than 400 MW of electricity can be produced from the textile
industries rooftops and there is a potential of producing about 4,000 MW of electricity from
industrial and commercial rooftops.20
In addition, it should be noted, that for export oriented industries, rooftop solar is a part of their
branding themselves as sustainable companies. Some of the world’s leading textile brands are
produced in Bangladesh and have become environmentally conscious. They are increasingly
having policies to import products from sustainable sources. Over 67 LEED certified clothing
companies exist in Bangladesh, thus the sector can be seen as a front runner for new
innovations in the country. This sector has to be internationally competitive in quality and price,
and energy savings could contribute to this.
While the textile and in particular the garment industries are very important consumers of
electricity, PV electricity prosumption (Production and Consumption) might be applicable for
other important industries such as pharmaceutical, chemical, cement, food and tannery
industries.21 All those industries use electricity and can only be set up in large facilities.
Nevertheless, the energy intensity of the many processes is very high and usually machines
need to run 24/7 most of the year. Roof top PV might only cover a very small share of the
electricity needed, thus not producing a lot electricity to inject into the electricity. In addition,
especially cement and chemical industries also have a very demand in high temperature heat22
and can be found in direct proximity of conventional power plants in many countries.

Commercial
Commercial buildings should be tackled alongside the industrial sector as they are large
consumers of electricity such as GP House, Sonatori Tower, RFL Center and Bashundra
Group’s Corporate Head Office etc. Most large commercial buildings use central cooling
systems or large air conditioning systems which consume a lot of power right when solar
generation is highest. They also use other machinery, large servers, photocopiers and printers.
These buildings usually consume power for more than 12 hours a day and many do this 6 days
20

Infrastructure Development Company Limited (IDCOL)
https://www.banglajol.info/index.php/JCE/article/view/34798/23459
22 https://www.solar-payback.com/markets/
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a week as well. Having these buildings net metered and using rooftop solar would be an
excellent step towards reducing pressure on the national grid and energy efficiency. For
commercial buildings the maximum allowed installation capacity has been set at 500kW, an
unnecessary limit.

Residential
There is a large market for rooftop solar within the residential sector. The government had
mandated that any new building must use 3% renewable energy. Once net-metering expands
beyond the industrial sector, rooftops on residential homes in Bangladesh should be
encouraged without the percentage rule. For social reasons, there needs to be some leeway
within the residential segment. Obviously not all home owners will have the ability to invest in
solar power. The authors of this study have learned that competing roof space is another issue
to take into consideration. Most rooftops are utilised by people living in apartment buildings for
purposes such as drying clothes, gardening or as a playground for children and other
recreational uses. Another issue which will need to be resolved for the residential sector is that
each building will only get one net meter. Though everyone has separate electric meters, the
building will have to enjoy any savings as a whole and not individually. Whether this will
become a problem remains to be seen. Any new regulation must take into account several
issues before it can be implemented. For the residential sector, the net-metering guidelines
state that the maximum installation capacity for a residential building should not exceed
100kW.23 This also is an unnecessary barrier for which no obvious technical reason could
identified.24 However, measures to address alternate – or alongside use of limited rooftop
space have to be developed. The usage of securely mounted, elevated solar panels for
shading; should be explored.

Key Actors for the Development of the Net-metering Policy
As in any policy, within net-metering policy development and implementation, a number of
actors are involved. In Bangladesh a number of special divisions and authorities set and enact
the regulations.
Regulators
Amongst regulators, several play a role within the power sector. The Ministry of Power, Energy
and Mineral Resources (MPEMR) is the head governing body for all power and fuel in
Bangladesh. Within the ministry there are two divisions headed by two secretaries. The Power
Division oversees all policies and issues relating to electricity generation, transmission and
distribution from both fossil fuels and renewables such as hydro power. The Energy and
Mineral Resources Division looks after the import, distribution, exploration, extraction, pricing
and other policy related details of the primary fuels. There are separate agencies for oil, gas
and coal.
The Power Cell under the MPEMR is responsible for providing policy support to the Ministry.
The Sustainable and Renewable Energy Development Authority (SREDA) is a nodal agency
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Guidelines for Net Energy Metering in Bangladesh 2017
Reasons could involve grid capacities; transformer capacities etc., but in the course of the study no direct
reasoning for any of the output limits for net-metering could clearly be identified. Since part of electricity is subsidised
a possible explanation might also be an effect on income streams of the utilities from lucrative customers that cross
subsidizes the system.
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of the ministry that looks after all renewable energy and energy efficiency issues of the
government. SREDA is in a prime position to spear head the government’s net-metering policy.
This year SREDA also formulated the Energy Auditing Regulation which was already
approved. Once in implementation, SREDA will work with energy auditors to look at the highest
energy consumers within the industrial sector where they will start auditing these companies
to ultimately increase energy efficiency through the audits. This goes hand in hand with the
net-metering policy and has great potential to help optimize and reduce pressure on national
energy use in the industrial sector. As SREDA is responsible for the Energy Auditing
Regulation and they are the government authority on renewables in Bangladesh, they should
certify industries chosen for net-metering. They will also certify industries for auditing.
The Bangladesh Energy Regulatory Commission (BERC) is an important player amongst
regulators as they are mandated to regulate electricity, gas and petroleum products all over
Bangladesh. Under the Guidelines for Net Metering in Bangladesh 2017 the tariff structure to
be used to either charge or credit the consumers will be determined by BERC.

Utilities
The Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDB) is the leading agency responsible for
developing power and ensuring the growth of electricity supply. BPDB plays a major role in
power generation in Urban Areas. The Electricity Generation Company of Bangladesh (EGCB)
is an enterprise of the BPDB working for the production and sale of electricity across the
country. Power Grid Company of Bangladesh (PGCB) owns the national power grid and is
responsible for operating and expanding the grid. It alone looks after transmission for the whole
country. The Dhaka Power Distribution Company (DPDC) along with the Bangladesh Rural
Electrification Board (BREB), BPDB West Zone Power Development Company Ltd (WZPDCL)
Northern Electricity Supply Company Limited (NESCO), and Dhaka Electric Supply Company
(DESCO) are all responsible for the distribution of electricity.
The net-metering policy states that the utilities will be responsible for the procurement,
installation (replacement of the existing meters), maintenance and reading net meters. All
costs involved though, will be borne by the consumer. At the end of each billing period, fixed
at 12 months at the moment, the utility will determine from the readings the consumption of
power. If the energy imported is greater than that exported than the Utility will bill the consumer
for the net energy consumed after adjusting the credited units. As implementation will begin in
and around the capital city of Dhaka, the Dhaka Power Distribution Company (DPDC) and
Dhaka Electric Supply Company (DESCO) will be responsible for the meters in the city.
Implementation in other urban areas will be looked after by the local utilities and BREB will be
responsible for those in rural areas.
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Figure 3: Power Stakeholders in Bangladesh
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Financing Institutions
Financing for renewable energy is limited and not many options exist in country. In fact, in
Bangladesh there are only two. One is IDCOL a non-banking financial institution that provides
long-term and soft loans for private sector infrastructure, renewable energy and energy
efficiency projects. The other is Bangladesh Bank which provides funds to private commercial
banks under agreements through which they can finance certain products/services.
The Infrastructure Development Company Ltd. (IDCOL) has been a key player in renewable
energy in Bangladesh working to improve livelihoods through sustainable and environmentally
friendly investments. IDCOL is at the head of the Solar Home Systems (SHS) program in
Bangladesh and is responsible for all the SHSs currently installed. By 2021 IDCOL aims to
have 6 million SHSs in place producing over 200MW of power. Currently IDCOL is running 7
large scale rooftop solar projects. These are done at a 6% interest rate provided by IDCOL.
Alongside its own resources IDCOL sources of funds include the government and several
donor agencies such as the World Bank, Department of International Development (DFID),
KfW-Entwicklungsbank (KfW), Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ) GmbH, Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), Asian Development Bank (ADB)
and many more. International funding is usually channelled by IDCOL and the Palli Karma
Sahayak Foundation (PKSF).
Bangladesh Bank (BB) began financing through commercial banks when it began a Green
Finance Scheme (revolving finance scheme) of BDT 2 Billion of its own funds established in
2009. The scheme was done to include green products such as solar energy, bio-gas and
effluent treatment plants though financing was limited to a list of 50 products/services only.
The scheme was not as successful as it should have been. BB gave the banks the fund at 5%
saying they had to keep their interest rates in single digits. Most banks made this figure 9%,
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that along with a limited product list, limits by banks on the amount being loaned and the red
tape involved with accessing the finance became an issue and not enough money was
disbursed. Another major issue remains till today, bankers are quite unaware of what greening
means. Even simple training for those working within the BB mandated Sustainable Finance
Unit (which every bank must have now), this was previously known as the Green Banking Unit,
would allow for some to understand why the scheme was started and what its purpose was.
Unfortunately, after very little money was disbursed from the first scheme, Bangladesh Bank
started the Green Transformation Fund (GTF) aimed at leather and textile industries in 2016.
They increased the number of products and services listed and have formed agreements with
over 30 commercial banks. Currently the amount disbursed stands at BDT 2,370,392.45 million
to the private sector as green finance between 2013 and 2017.25 The scheme still has a lot of
potential to be a player in rooftop solar, but this can only be done if those providing the finance
understand the need for the technology. Hopefully, current government reforms will play a role
in leading this change.
Association and project developers
Having conducted key informant interviews with several project developers and the head of
the Bangladesh Solar and Renewable Energy Association (BSREA) it has become clear that
they should all have a role to play when the implementation of net-metering begins. This
association has a mission to promote renewable energy for a clean environment and to further
sustainable development. Most organizations working with solar energy are members of
BSREA such as Bright Green Energy Foundation, Rahimafrooz Renewable Energy,
Energypac and many others. Several of the organizations are ready to begin working in rooftop
solar projects as they have worked in more challenging areas of implementing solar energy
such as Solaric, Super Star Renewable Energy Ltd., Bright Green Energy Foundation,
Solargao and Rahimafrooz Renewable Energy, especially in the off-grid sector. The issue that
remains is financing for the projects. The role of BSREA is still undefined and right now it does
not seem as though they can play more than an advisory role.

Challenges of net-metering
Regulation bottlenecks
Non appropriate business model of utilities: Getting the utilities engaged is crucial for the
success of the net-metering scheme in Bangladesh. Here, only the state-owned utilities are
allowed to connect rooftop PV systems to the grid and to install and maintain the net-meters,
as explicitly mentioned in the official net-metering guideline.26 However, this mandate directly
contradicts their interest of selling electricity from the grid to their customers. In other words,
the implementation of the net-metering scheme depends on stakeholders whose business
model this very scheme is jeopardizing at the same time. To balance the conflict of interest
carefully, the net-metering scheme therefore follows an incremental policy approach. It aims
to ensure the successful implementation of net-metering in the course of few and well-chosen
lighthouse projects first. On the one hand this approach aims to attract those customers who
have already earned experience with successful rooftop PV for self-consumption: the
industrial sector. Targeting the industrial sector first is intended to show that there is already
a functional nucleus of a rooftop PV market in Bangladesh. Especially the garment industry is
already accustomed to complement the electricity drawn from the grid by solar due to mainly
25
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Bangladesh Bank, Quarterly Review Reports
Guidelines for Net Energy Metering in Bangladesh 2017
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sustainability considerations and partly to ensure energy security. But the reason for targeting
the industrial sector goes back to the experience made with the previous rooftop policy. As
mentioned before, Bangladesh´s previous rooftop policy tried to scale up the rooftop PV market
by targeting the residential sector as well, but in a flawed manner. As the regulation was not
specific about how to install rooftop systems, it was exploited leaving room for installing
dysfunctional, poor quality or even fake solar panels. The only incentive for installing rooftop
PV was the access to cheap and subsidized electricity from the grid. Targeting the industrial
sector is meant as a way to re-establish trust in rooftop PV overall.
Self-consumption harms electricity subsidization policy: The tariff structure in Bangladesh
makes the electricity use at low consumption rates for residential consumers highly attractive.
This consumption is subsidized by larger consumers in the residential, industrial and
commercial sector, which pays considerably higher rates.
Table 3: Electricity tariffs in Bangladesh 2017

Source 5: Translation from BERC -Study27

Especially the industrial sector with its huge energy demand is a crucial customer to the utilities
that could turn into a considerably more utility independent prosumer. Not only does this sector
consume most of the grid electricity of Bangladesh, but it also has the potential capacity to
satisfy considerable shares of its own energy demand by opting for rooftop PV, threatening the
utilities´ business case. This possible outcome is already addressed by the existing netmetering scheme: The net-metering scheme limits the rooftop capacity to 70% of the
sanctioned load. However, this renders any potential incentive for adopting net-metering in the
industrial sector void. The reason for adopting net-metering is the prospect of saving electricity
drawn from the grid by feeding excess electricity into the grid when possible. Although this
prospect attracts especially the residential sector in most industrialized countries, this is not
the case with Bangladesh. Here, electricity for the residential sector is cross-subsidized by the
commercial and industrial sector and large residential consumers. This is also why the utilities
are highly dependent on the large consumers, in particular the industrial sector as a customer.
But the cross-subsidization makes net-metering at least in theory especially attractive to them:
Due to the cross-subsidization the tariffs for industrial customers are considerable higher than
the tariffs for the residential sector and prices for electricity are generally rising. Residential
tariffs range from BDT 4 to 10.7 /kWh while the tariffs for C&I consumers range from BDT

27

http://www.berc.org.bd/site/notices/cbdbbac7-1329-4248-a856-976ca17dd67c/Retail-Electricity-Tariff-%202017
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9.27/kWh to as high as BDT 12.36/kWh. In addition, most C&I consumers have peak energy
charges that are higher by 20% than the normal tariffs. Furthermore, the rate is increasing
every year and thus making the industrial production cost even higher and thus their
competitiveness lower. Often the industries do not rely solely on the grid connection because
of power outages and instead uses diesel and gas generators. Use of diesel generators is
expensive and harmful for the environment as it emits carbon into the atmosphere. It is
estimated that the average cost of industrial electricity ranges between BDT 8.15-10.19/ kWh
unit considering the electricity consumption from the national grid and diesel generators. Grid
and generation parity theoretically should therefore be incentive enough for adopting netmetering. But by limiting the rooftop capacity to 70% of the sanctioned load, the produced
electricity cannot satisfy the demand during production time – which could be up to 24/7 in the
garment industry. Excess electricity is therefore in most cases (especially in the important
garment industry) only available during holidays and due to seasonal factors (no cooling is
needed in winter) or production cuts. Though providing strong incentives for self-consumption
and net-metering, the new financial equilibrium for the whole system has to be found if more
and more contributors to the current subsidy scheme try to hedge their costs by the use of high
rates of self-consumption.
Costs for the meter technology: Another obstacle for adopting net-metering, especially
relevant in the residential sector, is the obligation to install a three-phase bidirectional smart
meter. Exiting all three-phase meter can be reprogramed to make bi-direction meter. Already
several piloting has done. In addition, while the procurement and installation of the meters are
all in the hands of the utility, it is in the end the customer who has to bear all costs. But without
an attractive use case for most industrial customers right now, net-metering becomes in this
way even more unattractive to them.

Financial Bottlenecks
Solar energy is considered worldwide as proven, reliable technology. However, how to employ
and implement the appropriate financing tools effectively remains a challenge for many
emerging solar markets. With the falling prices of the PV modules and the increasing prices of
fossil fuels, solar energy has already achieved grid-parity in most countries. Access to
affordable finance remains a key barrier for the growth of many solar markets worldwide.
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Figure 4: Important factors for financing PV investments

Source 6: IRENA 2016

The two most important factors behind the struggling solar growth are the costs of finance
(high interest rates) and the high risks associated by solar energy projects in developing and
emerging solar markets.
To tackle the financing challenges, the central bank of Bangladesh, the Bangladesh Bank, has
established low cost refinance lines for green projects. It implements them together with
development partners like the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the Japan
International Cooperation Agency (JICA). To promote renewable energy and environment
friendly financial activities in the country, the Bangladesh Bank has formulated a revolving
refinance scheme from its own source amounting BDT 2 Billion in 2009. Refinance lines have
been offered to private banks and financial institutions. The Bangladesh Bank has also issued
guidelines for green banking to ensure environment friendly business practices by banks and
financial institutions of the country.
In order to channel the international funds of international organizations involved in financing
renewable energy initiatives with the central bank, a government owned financing company
has been created in 1997. Since that time, the Infrastructure Development Company Limited
(IDCOL) has been also supporting private sector organizations for many years in implementing
renewable energy projects in the country. It works for the economic relations division of the
Ministry of Finance and has financed more than 4 million solar home systems in the last few
years and is financing solar rooftop projects for commercial and industrial applications at
concessional conditions:
-

a loan of 75-80% of the total investment costs
2 years grace period
10 years loan period
6% interest rate

More than seven rooftop projects are accomplished and 25 projects are in the pipeline by late
2018. Despite the fact that IDCOL is financing projects on a zero-export basis, the net-metering
scheme can be an add-on to IDCOL projects and would in many cases increase project
profitability by feeding the excess power into the grid.
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However, to meet the national renewable energy target of 2.000 MW by 2020, private sector
collaboration is urgently required. There still is limited availability of commercial funding, as
banks do not have much experience in financing renewable energy projects. Private banks in
Bangladesh currently consider investing in solar energy projects as too risky. Therefore, banks
do not feel comfortable in lending to rooftop projects. To mitigate these risks, private financing
institutions offer loans with high financing costs (9% interest rates) and short payback periods
(4-5 years). Such high interest rates and short payback periods are not attractive for investors
and will not kick the rooftop scheme into gear.
Furthermore, there are no incentives in the form of capital subsidies or tax credits to investors
and potential end consumers, especially for the commercial and industrial market segment. In
addition, financial feasibility of related business models for rooftop installations is still unknown
for most investors and market players. This is due to the lack of reference projects based on
rooftop in the country on one hand, and lack of information about the few rooftop installations
financed by IDCOL in the last few years.
According to the feedback of various project developers and commercial banks in the country,
both self-owned systems (CAPEX) and third party owned systems (OPEX) are for the
commercial and industrial market segment and under the current costs of grid and diesel power
feasible. However, the high upfront costs of installation, low access to debt finance, and
perceived performance risk are still key barriers to the growth of rooftop solar in Bangladesh.
Commercial and industrial consumers are reluctant to invest a high upfront amount required
to install rooftop solar capacity. In addition, banks are reluctant to lend to rooftop solar projects
because there are perceived as high risks and limited information on the performance and
track records of rooftop solar investments is available. Finally, because rooftop solar power is
relatively new technology in Bangladesh, many potential customers are concerned with
performance risk, a perception that the technology may not perform as expected over its
lifetime.

Implementation bottlenecks
A number of technical, quality and socio-economic bottlenecks can be detected in Bangladesh.
Lack of technical standards for net-meters: The success of the net-metering policy depends
on the utilities and their ability to provide the customers with reliable and secure infrastructure
for net-metering. The heart of this infrastructure is the net-meter. Even though utilities have
installed few pilots, several issues will come up once implementation of the policy goes into
full swing. The policy states that a single bidirectional meter will be installed at the point of
connection by the utility. Further details for meter requirements are given within the Annex of
the net-metering guidelines. However, the existing specification for the standards of the meter
single bidirectional meters and, therefore, need to be revised soon to match the needs of the
net-metering policy. This is a key issue which may need further assessment and changes in
the future. Especially as the question of data security has not been addressed so far: In the
worst case, this could lead to widespread manipulation of the meters.
Lack of quality standards for solar components: In addition, the rooftop market itself sets
some technical challenges for the successful implementation of the net-metering policy: A
weak value chain in solar, lacking local quality standards for solar components and insufficient
irradiation calculations are impeding the successful implementation of rooftop PV and the
rollout of the net-metering policy in Bangladesh.
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Quality control
Installation quality: Although there is a clear trend in Bangladesh to install high quality
components, lack of quality installation guidelines for installers and project developers such as
design and planning; equipment selection; wiring and connections; safety and protection as
well as O&M are major issues for the quality of the installation and the lasting operation of any
rooftop PV. Appropriate products can be the basis for 20 to 30 years of reliable production. In
addition, modern inverters more and more become an integral part of smart energy systems
and will be able to provide system services, if needed. This of course will need utilities to have
the right infrastructure to make use of these options, too.
Capacity building/skills development
Education of Public Sector Investors: Although institutions like IDCOL are already providing
some technical training for the private sector, such institutional capacity building for the public
sector is lacking right now. Especially the utilities are lacking any joint approach for capacity
building in the implementation and maintenance of net-metering. Topics for such training and
awareness rising might involve implications for electrical grids due to fluctuating renewable
energies, modern inverter and transformer technologies and their opportunities for grid and
demand side management, which could be coupled with financial incentives.
Training along the entire downstream value chain: International studies and projects have
revealed that one of the most important issues for project failure are improper installations.28
Further training for project developers and installers on sizing, planning, quality installation,
electric, lightning and fire safety, troubleshooting, standards and O&M is needed as well. This
goes in line with capacity building is also lacking in the financial sector, which might not know
the technology well. This is needed in order to diversify financial schemes and improve
knowledge on renewables.
Information campaigns for investors: Finally, there is a lack of awareness on the side of
consumers and potential customers that have to be tackled. Without raising awareness
regarding the importance of regular maintenance, a further decline of trust in rooftop PV could
be the consequence.
Perception
Image campaigns: The common and generally bad perception of rooftop solar is trapped
between the experience with solar home systems and the experience of the already
implemented rooftop PV policy based on building regulations. As a result, the common
perception describes solar as a small, expensive, battery-driven and a generally dysfunctional
source of energy.

28

E.g. http://www.solarbankability.org/results.html#c173
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Recommendations
Regulation & implementation
The net-metering policy has laid out guidelines for installed renewable energy capacity, energy
accounting and exporting energy. These guidelines have been derived from the study of netmetering policies for other countries, yet what actually works for Bangladesh may differ.
Amendments may need to be made to several guidelines within the policy once more
information is gathered through initial implementation. Due to the infancy of the on-grid PV
market and its problems, the net-metering policy follows an incremental policy approach. This
will most likely result in further regulatory adjustments as the implementation of the policy
progresses.
Create a common platform: The success of the net-metering policy depends not only on a
consistent and applicable regulation. Furthermore, all involved stakeholders have to realize
that its success could be in their own interest. Therefore, a constructive discourse of how to
interpret and implement the regulation is highly recommended, such as a common platform.
The different perspectives will help to iron out the bottlenecks at least in communication and
interagency coordination. In the course of regular workshops, all stakeholders from the public,
private and financial sector could gain a common understanding on which a joint consensus
of how to understand and implement the net-metering policy in the interest of all could emerge
as a consequence.

Figure 5: Permanent Stakeholder Platform

Source: BSW-Solar

The collaboration of the public and private sector proved to be crucial for the development of
emerging PV markets in various countries. To build up trust in the technology, the public and
private sector should give a clear and public commitment to solar energy. Only then will a
growing and sustainable PV market sustain. However, this does not mean that it will not take
time to develop a more private sector centric PV market: Capacity can be built gradually by the
private sector – supported by the government. The German Solar Association (BSW-Solar) for
instance conducted a series of studies and workshops for on various emerging markets like
Afghanistan, Argentina, Iran, Jordan, Morocco, Pakistan and Tunisia.
Receive inspiration for national standards from more mature markets: Setting common
standards for the installation of components like inverters or panels is the first step for
confidence building within an emerging market. BSW-Solar along with its members could help
to share experiences and knowledge on standardization in the course of workshops and
studies. This can be complemented by developing standards for installation and O&M as well.
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But knowledge transfer and capacity building have to adapt to each audience targeted in any
case. Otherwise the mediation of knowledge will be insufficient. Especially in emerging
markets, it is very important to educate the installer and the customer in easy to understand
language, paradigmatic examples and with the support of images and figures. BSW-Solar with
its local partners developed for instance for installers in Tunisia a brochure on the proper
installation of PV systems in a straightforward and comprehensible language. Such work could
be also adapted for Bangladesh, addressing installers and customers.
Ensure installation quality and create quality awareness: Experts indicate that most quality
issues occur during installation. To ensure the quality of the installation and the capacity of the
installer itself, BSW-Solar implemented successfully a system of so-called PV passports in
markets like South Africa29 and Pakistan30. The idea behind the PV passport is to reconfirm to
the customer that the installer has the required ability to build a safe, reliable system. The
installer first has to apply for permission to use the passport. This permission could be either
granted by a public sector organization like SREDA or a private sector player like BSREA. This
system makes it considerably harder for “black sheep” to compete within a market that
gradually turns into a growing network of trusted installers. In addition, this might go in line with
an awareness raising campaign for installers and clients such as “let’s make solar work”- which
combines installer training with investor information and awareness raising.31
Calculate Profitability: Besides quality issues, the economic feasibility of any project are of
utmost importance. For scaling the project correctly, the project developer needs proper tools
to define scale, costs and possible revenue for different business models. To address this,
BSW-Solar and its partners for instance offer an online calculation tool that was tailored to the
Nigerian market. Such a tool can calculate various business cases and project setups and
could be also adapted for Bangladesh.
Develop common standards for net meters: The challenges the net-metering policy faces
in Bangladesh go beyond the quality of components or the installation of the rooftop PV. To
ensure a proper grid connection and meter installation, SREDA and the utilities should revise
the existing specification and secure standards for net-meters and provide meters with
customized specifications for net-metering proposes. The improvement of the existing
standards could be discussed and enhanced in collaboration with foreign partners who already
tackled these issues. One approach could be the joint development and implementation of
common technology neutral security profiles as minimum requirements for the communication
between the utilities and the meter. BSW-Solar along with its members could help to transfer
extensive knowledge on data security in metering. In addition, BSW-Solar could help to
implement new technological approaches like block chain technology to ensure the
immutability and integrity of the stored data.
Involve utilities in new business models: There should be also a variety of incentives to
keep the utilities engaged. Right now, they are considering net-metering as a threat to their
business model and therefore see no incentive but the obligation to support the net-metering
scheme. One approach could be through carbon credit facilities to be proposed for utilities to
take additional burden. Another approach could be, to make the utilities responsible for the
29

PV Green Card South Africa: https://www.pvgreencard.co.za/
Solar Quality Passport Pakistan: http://solarqualitypassport.pk/
31 A similar campaign to improve quality as well as the image of solar has recently been initiated by the German
Solar Association in Nigeria, which lacks of quality products as well as installation practices.
http://letsmakesolarwork.com/
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enforcement of the OPEX model risk. In this way, the responsibility of the utilities will not end
anymore at the grid connection. Creating an enforcement mechanism to Engineering
Procurement and Construction contractor’s EPC, if garment factory decides not to pay will then
form the basis for a new and mutual relationship between the utilities and the customers. BSWSolar has been analysing Energy Service Companies (ESCO) models and works on analysing
business models for the sector.
Shift from subsidizing energy-to-energy generation systems: Finally, to relieve the
industrial sector and to give the residential sector an incentive to adopt net-metering, due to
rising electricity prices there should be a digression of the existing cross-subsidization for
electricity in a mid-term perspective. Countries like Tunisia and Jordan have successfully
shown ways of how to reduce subsidy bills for the state-run utilities by the creation of industry
and employment opportunities in the solar sector via long term strategies. BSW-Solar has done
a number of country studies to consult on new business models.
Making net-metering attractive for the residential sector and involve the utilities:
To make net-metering attractive for the residential sector, new business models like tenantelectricity supply could be adopted. This makes in particular sense in the context of the tariff
structure in Bangladesh: Above the monthly consumption level of 600 kWh the cost for any
additional kWh rises from BDT 4.00 to BDT 11.24. Therefore, in the case of large residential
buildings with such high energy consumption, it could be feasible to complement net-metering
with tenant electricity supply. Tenant electricity in general is generated by solar rooftop on a
residential building. This electricity is then distributed to the tenants living within a residential
building. In cases where tenants are not using all of the electricity generated the excess
electricity will be fed into the grid.
In addition, this could also help to getting the utilities engaged at the same time: they could
include the implementation of tenant electricity as an additional business model in their
portfolio.
Another approach could be the adoption of Virtual Power Plants. This model represents the
sale of PV electricity at the electricity exchange (EEX), often via pooling of several PV plants
and other generation (e.g. hydro, wind, biogas, fossil fuels). The goal is to create a certain
generation profile that allows taking advantage of peak prices during a certain time of the day
to increase profits. Other sources of remuneration could be included in the calculation for the
model, e.g. green certificates.

Recommendations for Financing:
The rooftop market in Bangladesh market can emerge soon if the conditions are right. The
government has taken path breaking steps to promote the expansion of rooftop solar energy.
Based on the new net-metering regulations, the market stakeholders will have to gain
experience in how to apply the new procedures, thus further methods for improvement will
soon be learnt. Still, some general barriers have already been identified by potential investors
and project developers that can be tackled with the support of best practices from Germany
and from other mature PV markets. In doing so, one has to distinguish recommendations
between effects on either primarily CAPEX or primarily on OPEX business models or both.
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Improve cooperation among stakeholders: In order to expand the rooftop solar industry,
Bangladesh needs to work towards improving its policies, institutional arrangements, business
models and financing instruments and incentive programmes towards a sustainable private
investment in renewable energy projects. Government entities, industry players, financing
agencies and other stakeholders will need to work together to develop and implement these
policies and financing programmes. In the course of regular meetings of working groups on
intertwined technical, regulatory, market and business model related topics with defined
objectives with representatives of all stakeholders from the public, private and financial sector
could work together to propose establishment and continuous improvements of relevant
frameworks.
Primarily CAPEX models
Stimulate private investment with incentives: The engagement of the private financial
sector needs to be incentivized and a wide range of policies will be key for the growth of rooftop
solar markets and can ensure sustainable market development at this early stage of market in
Bangladesh. For the residential sector this could be, for example, a combination of
concessional loans and higher power tariffs can stimulate the upper residential segment
strongly. For the industrial and commercial segment, a combination of concessional loans, tax
exemption, higher tariffs and capital subsidies can guarantee viable investments in solar netmetering.
Provide incubator funding and hedge investor risks: Adequate project development funds
should be allocated to complete the initial stages of project development, most importantly for
the energy resource assessment, site selection, land lease agreement, and preliminary
permits/licenses.
Introducing special security packages in order to lower security-driven cost on the bank side
and on the investor side is crucial, especially in the phase of market development.
Award early investors with under market-rate conditions: Grants and low financing costs
can be used to mobilize the financial resources and to attract early investors into the rooftop
market. Investment in solar energy projects should therefore be encouraged by the private
financing sector with better and more attractive lending rates and conditions. Lower and more
competitive interest rates reduce the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) of solar PV,
which is the main factor that determines the cost of solar energy today. Therefore, if the WACC
is gradually reduced, the PPA price can be decreased as well, leading to a kick-start of the still
nascent PV sector in Bangladesh.
Use the leverage power of public financing: The Bangladesh Bank can play a very central
role by offering the private financial institutions low cost green refinancing lines for rooftop
installations to be offered for potential customers at attractive lending conditions. The central
bank should then monitor and supervise the commercial banks while practicing such green
loans in the market.

Primarily OPEX / ESCO business models:
Facilitate new, not well-known OPEX business models: Another promising solution to
manage the barrier of the high upfront capital required for the CAPEX financing model is the
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OPEX or Energy Service Company (ESCO) financing model. Globally, the third-party financing
model for rooftop solar power has been a significant driver of growth in the rooftop solar
industry. In India, for an example, the third-party financing model supports around 102 MW, or
13%, of total rooftop solar installations. The industry believes that there is potential to increase
the total installed capacity under OPEX financing model to more than 20 GW by 2022. The
model often implies that specialised third parties take over installation, O&M as well as sales
of the electricity to highly reliable customers or groups of customers. Such could be a big
factory that receives electricity at beneficial tariffs and furthermore increases the access to
electricity to avoid power outages from external sources. Such a customer might serve as an
anchor customer while other clients (e.g. commercial or residential) could serve as back up.
Since the ESCO is highly specialised, it might benefit from growing experience, economies of
scale as well as better financing conditions due to a confirmed track record. For the client the
PV system must not bind capital in its balance sheets since it might be financed by the ESCO
itself.
Develop legal framework for OPEX business model and disseminate information:
However, the third-party financing model would first need to overcome certain challenges such
as risk management for private PPA and issue of system ownership. In order to expand the
use of OPEX financing and support more rooftop solar installations, it is important to
understand the driving factors for adoption of this financing model and the challenges to its
adoption. The success of the third-party financing model hinges on the fact that developers
are in a better position to manage the financing challenges and performance risk of rooftop
solar power – and the model shifts these responsibilities from the consumer to the developer.
A good and reliable legal framework defanging rights and responsibilities for this business
models are required.
Train companies to become ESCOs: Many companies have the capacities to develop and
build PV rooftop systems and to become involved in O&M. Once the right framework has been
established some of those might become full energy service providers. Thus, the framework
has to be described and training for interested companies or entrepreneurs can be offered.
Hedge off-taker risks with the power of national institutions: In order to tackle the OPEX
risk challenge and to reduce consumer credit risk, SREDA and governments can include the
local distribution companies (DisCos) as a party to the power purchase agreement between
the developer and the consumer. In case a consumer defaults on bill payment, DisCos may
terminate the consumer’s power supply from the grid, thereby ensuring that the consumer has
a strong incentive to pay for the solar power on time. Another option is to develop a new
business entity consists of both utilities and OPEX operator, where utilities will invest as a
minor partner and facilitate risk reduction for OPEX operator.
Train banks for realistic risk assessment: The costs of capital are dependent on the risks
that a financing institution sees in a PV project. The higher the risks are, the higher is the socalled risk-premium that investors and banks will be required to face when investing in a project
or lending money. Thus, a rigorous and consequent reduction of risks can lead to greater trust
and thereby to reduced premium risks and costs of capital. Banks must be able to trust that
the investments will generate the expected and agreed return. If that is the case, they are
willing to accept lower interest rates or set up specific credit lines for solar projects. If
commercial banks get familiar with solar rooftop projects, they would provide developers and
customers more simply with loans; if they have better estimations on the return of the
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investment, they would demand less collateral from the applicants and may – like in more
mature solar markets - even consider the PV system itself as part of the required collateral.
Another discussion point is “insurance mechanism for OPEX operator”. For an example,
SREDA can take the initiative together with financial institute and develop a mechanism for
OPEX operators, which can be a significant boost for solar roof top market in Bangladesh.
Create knowledge hubs among public institutions: To tackle the financial deficits and to
increase access to low cost debt finance for rooftop solar, SREDA in cooperation with
Bangladesh Bank can enable a training system for bankers on how to better assess loan
applications for rooftop solar power. Capacity building for commercial banks is required to
equip the banks to better understand the risk and returns of PV projects and how to integrate
this in their internal procedures and risk assessment. It will enable the banks to increase their
lending activities in the Solar PV market. The trainings can also help commercial banks to
understand the key challenges and opportunities for financing solar PV in Bangladesh. That
includes not only the general bottlenecks inherent to the solar market, but also the institutional
shortcomings as well as strengths and how some of the challenges can be mitigated to bring
down costs for all parties to increase lending to the sector. This capacity building will encourage
the commercial banks and DFIs to align their internal approval procedures and customize their
financing products to facilitate solar PV financing. This will help banks and DFIs to develop
their solar PV financing portfolios from their own sources as well as through the utilization of
Bangladesh Bank’s refinancing green credit lines for renewable energy.
Make information online accessible and tangible: Online tools and an online information
portal can help potential rooftop customers and investors to assess different rooftop solutions
and business models. This tool can be used for calculating the economic viability of rooftop
solutions taking into account the policy framework and economic conditions for solar in
Bangladesh. The tool can be made available at no cost to potential investors and aims to help
suppliers to promote their solutions. Embedding the tool in an online information portal with
general information on the different PV solutions, with reference projects in the region, with
company profiles of qualified installers/EPCs, and with an E-Mail / telephone hotline for further
inquiries, will certainly help promoting the rooftop segment and stimulate the market
development significantly.
Create a small project financing facility: Additional key financial instruments can be
recommended to catalyse debt investments is creating a lending platform to connect debt
investors directly with creditworthy small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in solar energy.
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Conclusions
The net-metering policy is currently in a decisive phase of its implementation. In addition, it is
very likely that the regulator will abandon the past rooftop policy very soon. Without this
regulatory bottleneck, the net-metering policy could gain pace. In order to prioritize the next
steps of the implementation properly, the given recommendations should be reflected by the
following activities in the months to come:
1. OPEX model can be incorporate with guideline as well as payment security of
investors
2. Joint commission with SREDA, the utilities, project developers and further
experts on the standardization and security of smart-meter, automated meter
reader (AMR) and billing software infrastructure
3. Implementation of equipment standard as per Net Metering guideline
4. Training for public and private financial institutions (introducing an online
calculation tool)
5. Series of workshops with relevant associations and training institutions on
capacity building for installers and project developers (introducing the concept
of the PV installation quality tool and an online calculation tool)
6. Awareness raising campaign on rooftop benefits especially for industrial and
commercial potential customers
7. Connecting local private sector through B2B meeting with regional and
international market. Example, “Matching” of German and Bangladeshi
stakeholders from the private sector, followed by business trips
Bangladesh´s rooftop market has huge potential, but it has to overcome some barriers first.
This does not imply that the country has to mimic all the stages which mature and highly
developed markets like Germany went through. Moving into solar now that the technology is
mature and affordable has benefits. Rather than going for the whole value chain in solar,
Bangladesh should identify and focus on the important aspects of the value chain for its
individual development. To accomplish this task the recommendations above can be
guidelines. The new net-metering policy could – if adapted right – play a vital role in
transforming Bangladesh into a leading example of a leapfrogging nation. The national
Bangladeshi solar industry needs a strong voice, capacity and harmonized representation.
This voice can help contribute and accelerate the implementation of smart solar policies and
the development of the solar sector as a viable business case for all stakeholders.
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Abbreviations
ADB
APSCL
BB
BMZ
BERC
BPDB
BPMI
BREB
BSREA
BSW-Solar
C&I
CAPEX
CPGCBL
DESA
DESCO
DFID
DPDC
EA & CEI
EGCB
EPC
ESCO
GIZ
GoB
GTF
IDCOL
IPP
JICA
KfW
kW
LEED
M
MPEMR
MW
MWh
NESCO
NWZPGCL
OPEX
PGCB
PV
REEP
RPCL
SHS
SREDA
TK

Asian Development Bank
Ashuganj Power Station Company Limited
Bangladesh Bank
German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development
Bangladesh Energy Regulatory Commission
Bangladesh Power Development Board
Bangladesh Power Management Institute
Bangladesh Rural Electrification Board
Bangladesh Solar and Renewable Energy Association
German Solar Association
Commercial and Industrial
Capital Expenditure
Coal Power Generation Company Bangladesh Limited
Dhaka Electric Supply Authority
Dhaka Electric Supply Company
Department for International Development
Dhaka Power Distribution Company
Electric Advisor and Chief Electric Inspector
Electricity Generation Company of Bangladesh
Engineering Procurement and Construction Contractors
Energy Service Companies
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
Government of Bangladesh
Green Transformation Fund
Infrastructure Development Company Ltd.
Independent Power Producer
Japan International Cooperation Agency
KfW Entwicklungsbank
Kilo Watt
Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design
Million
Ministry of Power, Energy and Mineral Resources
Megawatt
Mega Watt hours
Northern Electricity Supply Company Ltd.
North-West Power Generation Company Limited
Operation Expenditure
Power Grid Company of Bangladesh
Photovoltaics
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Programme
Rural Power Company Limited
Solar Home System
Sustainable & Renewable Energy Development Authority
Bangladesh Taka
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